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STABILITY OF ISOMETRIES
BY

PETER M. GRUBER

Abstract. A map T: £ -> F(E, F Banach spaces) is called an e-isometry if

| \\T(x) - T(y)\\ - ||x -y\\ \ < e whenever x, y G E. Hyers and Ulam

raised the problem whether there exists a constant k, depending only on E,

F, such that for every surjective e-isometry T: E -* F there exists an

isometry /: E -> F with ||r(x) - /(x)|| < ice for every x G E. It is shown

that, whenever this problem has a solution for E, F, one can assume k < 5.

In particular this holds true in the finite dimensional case.

1. Introduction. Let E and F be (real) Banach spaces and e > 0. Following

Hyers and Ulam [11] a mapping T: E —> F is called an e-isometry if | || T(x)

~ T(y)\\ — \\x — /|| | < e whenever x, y G E. (We denote the norms in E

and F by the same symbol || ||.) Hyers and Ulam [10] raised the problem

whether there exists a constant k = k(E, F) > 0 depending only on E and F

with the following property: For each e > 0 and surjective e-isometry T:

E -» F there exists an isometry /: E —> F with || T(x) — I(x)\\ < ice for each

x G E. The assumption that T be surjective is necessary (cf. Hyers and Ulam

[11] and Theorem 2 below).

The question of Hyers and Ulam belongs to the following general stability

problem: Suppose a mathematical object satisfies a certain property

approximately. Is it then possible to approximate this object by objects,

satisfying the property exactly? This problem is of particular interest in

probability theory and in the case of functional equations of different types.

A general discussion of this problem and a survey of some older results is

contained in the interesting papers of D. G. Bourgin [5] and Ulam [15].

We return to the original problem. Hyers and Ulam [12] showed that the

answer is affirmative in case E = F is a Hilbert space. A possible value for k

is 10. D. G. Bourgin [3] gave a positive answer whenever F belongs to a class

of uniformly convex Banach spaces including the L^O, 1] spaces for 1 < p <

oo. Here one can take « = 12. A subsequent paper of Hyers and Ulam [13]

gave a positive answer for the case that E and F are the Banach spaces of real
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continuous functions on compact Hausdorff spaces with the supremum norm,

provided T is a homeomorphism. In particular one can assume k = 21. This

study was continued by D. G. Bourgin [4] who showed that several

assumptions could be weakened. Papers [13] and [4] provide a significant

generalization of the classical theorem of Banach and Stone (cf. [9, p. 115]).

D. G. Bourgin [4] also investigates questions belonging to the more general

problem mentioned above. Some time ago his son R. D. Bourgin [6] recon-

sidered the problem of Hyers and Ulam and investigated primarily the finite

dimensional case. He showed that in this case the answer is almost positive if

one assumes (!)£■= F and (2) the set of extreme boundary points of the unit

ball is totally disconnected. Condition (2) is certainly satisfied if the unit ball

is a polyhedron. If E = F is a ¿/-dimensional /,-space, one can put k = 100 d3

— 50 d2 + 25 d + 3. Besides these results R. D. Bourgin proved some further

results which are important in the infinite dimensional case. Some of these

will be mentioned below.

In particular we show in §2 the following. If the problem of Hyers and

Ulam has a positive solution for a pair E, F of Banach spaces, then one can

assume k < 5 (Theorem 1). In the proof theorems of Figiel [10] and R. D.

Bourgin [6] are used. This result shows in particular that the values of k given

above can be replaced by 5 throughout. In [6, p. 324], R. D. Bourgin states

the conjecture that there exist separable Banach spaces, for which the answer

to the problem is negative. Our result shows that it is not possible to confirm

the conjecture in the way proposed by Bourgin. Generalizing a one-dimen-

sional example of Hyers and Ulam [12] we prove the necessity of the

assumption that T be surjective (Theorem 2).

In §3 the finite dimensional case is considered. It is shown that in this case

the problem of Hyers and Ulam has a positive answer (Theorem 3). Tools for

proving this are results of R. D. Bourgin [6], some properties of Lowner's

minimal ellipsoid (cf. [7]), Brouwer's theorem on the invariance of domain (cf.

[1, p. 396]) and the theorem of Mazur-Ulam (cf. [2, p. 160] and [9, p. 142]).

Let 0 denote the origin of E and F resp. o(-) stands for the well-known

Landau symbol, dim, diam and bd denote dimension, diameter and

boundary. B is the solid unit ball of E.

2. The general case.

Theorem 1. Let E and F be real normed spaces. Suppose that e G R+, T:

E —» F is a surjective e-isometry and that I: E -* F is an isometry such that

T(p) = I(p) for some p G E. If \\T(x) - I(x)\\ = o(||x||) as \\x\\ -* oo

uniformly, then I is a surjective linear isometry and || T(x) — I(x)\\ < 5e/or all

x G E. If in addition T is continuous, then || T(x) — I(x)\\ < 3e/or all x G E.

Remark. Suppose that (1) E is Euclidean or (2) E is isometric isomorphic
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to the space of continuous functions on an extremally disconnected compact

Hausdorff space. Let K be a subset of E with diam K = 2. If (1) holds, a

theorem of Kirszbraun and Valentine (cf. [11, p. 169]) can be used to prove

that K is contained in a ball of radius 21/2. If (2) holds a theorem of several

authors (cf. [9, p. 123], [11, p. 170]) shows that K is contained in a ball of

radius 1. These results yield improvements of the constants in Theorem 1: 3, 5

change to 3 • 2~1/2 = 212132 . .., 5 • 2"1/2 = 353553 ... in case (1) holds

and to 1 5, 2 5 in case (2) holds if I is replaced by I + q for an appropriate

q G F. Other improvements are possible.

Proof. At first we put together some tools. The first one is a theorem of

Figiel [10]:

Let M, N be real normed linear spaces and R: M-» N an

isometry with R (0) = 0 such that N is the closed linear hull        (1)

of R (M). Then there exists a linear map S: N -» M of norm

one for which S ° R = idM.

Here idM denotes the identical mapping of M into itself. From the proof of

Lemma 2.8 of R. D. Bourgin and P. Renz [6] we conclude:

Let M be a real normed linear space, d, 8 G R+ and R:

M -» M a ^-isometry with R (0) = 0. Then there exists a (2)

continuous map S: M-> M with \\R(x) - S(x)\\ < & + 8

for all x G M.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Obviously we may assume

r(0) = 7(0) = 0.

Our first goal is to show that

/ is surjective and linear. (3)

Since T is a surjective e-isometry and \\T(x) — I(x)\\ = 0(||*||) as ||x|| -» oo

uniformly and hence \\T(x) - I(x)\\ = o(||r(;c)||) as \\T(x)\\ -» oo

uniformly, F is the closure of the linear hull of 1(E). This together with (1)

shows the existence of a map

/: F-» E,   linear, with J ° I = id£ (4)

and ||y|| = 1. We now show

J is bijective. (5)

Assume that / is not injective. Because of the linearity of J then there exists

/ G F\{0) with /(/) = 0. It follows J(Xy) = 0 for all X G R+. T is a
surjective e-isometry and ||r(jc) - I(x)\\ = o(||x||) as ||x|| -> oo uniformly.

Hence \\T(x) - I(x)\\ = o (\\T(x)\\) as ||7\x)|| -+ oo uniformly. Therefore it

is possible to choose for each X G R+ a point xx G E such that ||À/ — 7(xx)||
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= °(IIA>'II) = o(X) as X -» oo. This together with the fact that I is an isometry

shows ||xx|| = ||/(xx)|| = ||X/|| + o(X) - X||/|| + o(X) as X^ oo. Combining

these equalities, J ° I = id£ and \\J\\ = 1 we have

0 =||/(X/)|| >||/(/(xx))fl -||/(Xy) - J(I(xx))\\

>||xA||-||Xy - 7(xx)|| =X||/|| + o(X)   asX^oo.

This contradiction shows that J is injective. Since J ° I = id£, J is surjective

also. This proves (5). Now (3) follows from (4) and (5) (I = J~'). The next

step is to show that

I(x) = lim 2-"T(2nx)   for each x G £. (6)
v    '        n—»oo

Recall that \\T(x) — I(x)\\ = o(||x||) as ||x|| -» oo uniformly. From this we

have for each x G E that \\T(2"x) - I(2"x)\\ = o(2") as n -» oo or

\\2-"T(2nx) - I(x)\\ = o(l) as « ^ oo. This yields (6).

Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1 we will use from now on only (2), the

fact that 7 is a linear, surjective isometry (cf. (3)), that T is a surjective

e-isometry with T(0) = 0 and (6).

The fact that T is a surjective e-isometry with T(0) = 0 together with (3)

and (6) gives

U :=  7 " lT: E -» E is a surjective e-isometry with (7(0) = 0, (7)

x = lim 2~"U(2"x)   for each x G £. (8)
n—»oo v        ' v   '

Now choose a map U ~ ' : E -» E in the following way: U ~~ 1(0) := 0 and for

x E E\{0] let U~\x) be any point/ G E with (/(/) = x. Obviously t7_1

has the following properties:

U *l : E -> E is an e-isometry with U ~l (0) = 0, (9)

U(U~l (x)) = x   for each x G E. (10)

We show

x = lim 2-"í/_l (2"x)   for each x G E. (11)
n—»oo

For je G £ it follows from (7), (10) and (8) that

\\2'"U-l(2"x) - x\\= 2-"||t/-1 (2-jc) - 2"jc||

< 2~"(\\2"x - U(2nx)\\ +e) =\\x - 2-"U(2"x)\\ + 2~ne

-+0   as n -> oo.

This proves (11).

We consider the following two cases:

1. T is not continuous. Then also U is not continuous. According to (2) for

each k G N we fix a map

Vk:E^>E,   continuous (12)
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such that

||K*(jc) - U(x)\\ < (1 + (l/k))e   whenever x G E. (13)

Now the following holds:

Suppose / G E, 11/11 = 1 and h: E ->R is linear such that       ,.4,

\\h\\ = h(y) = 1. Then h(U(Xy)) > X - 4e for each X G R+.

\\h\\ = 1 together with (13), (10), (7), (9) and ||/|| = 1 shows that

h(- Vk(2-"U-1 (2"X/)) + 2"X/) <\\Vk(2-"U-1 (2"Xy)) - 2"Xy\\

<\\u(2-n(U-l(2"Xy))) - 2"X/||+ (1 + (1/A:))e

= \\u(2-"(U-l(2"Xy))) - U(U-l(2"Xy))\\ + (1 + (1/A:))e

<||2-ni/-1(2"X/) - U-l(2"Xy)\\ + (2 + (1/A:))e

= (l-2-")|t/-1(2"X/)|| + (2 + (l/A:))e

<(l-2-")(||2"X/|| + e) + (2 + (l/A:))e

= (2" - 1)X + (3 + (1/Â:) - 2"n)e.

Because of the linearity of h and h(y) = 1 this gives

A(KJfe(2-"(y-1(2nXy))) > X - (3 + (1/A:) - 2"n)e.

We take into account (11) and the fact that Vk and h (cf. (12), (14)) are

continuous and let n -» oo in the preceding equation and get

h(Vk(Xy))>X-(3 + (\/k))e.

It follows then from \\h\\ = 1 and (13) that

h(U(Xy)) > h(Vk(Xy)) - (1 + (1/Â:))e > X - (4 + (2/k))e.

Since this is true for each k G N, (14) follows.

The next step is to prove

||;c - U(x)\\ < 5e    for each x G E. (15)

Let x G E be chosen. Now take/ G E, \\y\\ = 1 such that x — U(x) is an

element of the half-ray starting from the origin and containing/. We choose

u G E such that the half-ray through / + u originating from / is a half-

tangent of B, i.e.

\\y + 8u\\= I + o(8)   as 5^+0 (16)

(recall that ||/|| = 1) and further

x = fiy + &u   for suitable ju, & G R, & > 0. (17)
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Then

U(x) = vy + &u   for suitable v G R. (18)

Denote by L the subspace of E generated by u, y. Because of the foregoing

the line through/ and/ + u is a tac-line of B. Therefore the linear functional

k: L -* R defined by k(& + i\u) := £ for £, r/ G R is of norm 1. By the

theorem of Hahn and Banach it is possible to extend A: to a linear functional

h from E to R which has also norm 1. Combining (7), \\h\\ = h(y) = 1, (14),

(18) and h (u) = 0 yields

||X/-x||>||i/(X/)-i7(x)||-e

> h(U(Xy) - U(x)) - e = h(U(Xy)) - h(U(x)) - e

> X - 5e - h(vy + du) = X - v - 5e    for each X G R+.

On the other hand (17) and (16) imply

||X/ - X|| = ||X/ - py - du\\ = (X - u)||/ - (#/ (X - p))u\\

= (X- ju)(l + o(#/(X- u))) =X- ¡i + o(l)   asX-»+oo.

Thus /x - v < 5e. Since ¡i — v = ||x - i/(x)|| this proves (15). Since 7 is an

isometry it follows from (7) and (15) that

\\T(x) - 7(x)|| < 5e   for each x G E.

2. T is continuous. Then one can do without the introduction of Vk and use

U instead. Therefore the conclusion in (14) can be replaced by h(U(Xy)) > X

— 2e for each X G R+. This shows that (15) can be improved to ||jc — £/(x)||

< 3e for each x G E. Thus finally

||T(x) - 7(x)|| < 3e   for each x G E.

This proves Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let E be a real normed space and let <f>: [0, + oo[-»[0 + oo[ be a

real function such that <p(^) = o(£) as £ -» + oo. Then there exists a real normed

space F with the following property: For every e G R+ there exists an e-isometry

T: E -> F such that there exists no isometry I: E -» F for which \\ T(x) —

I(x)\\ - o (<K\\x\\)) as \\x\\ -> oo uniformly.

Proof. After replacing <f> by a function > <j> if necessary one may assume:

<f> is strictly concave and continuous, (19)

<p is strictly increasing and   lim  <f>(£) = + oo. (20)
{-»+00

After replacing <f> by <j> — c/>(0) one may further assume

<p(0) = 0. (21)

(19M21) imply
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|*(€i ) - *(& )| < <K|£i - &|)   for all £„ £2 G [0, + oo[. (22)

We will construct a norm i|/ in the (£, T))-plane with the following

properties:

\p is strictly convex, (23)

*(& ij) - *(±& ± t,)   for all £, r, G R, (24)

£ < i//(£, <>(£)) < 1 + £   for each £ G [0, + oo[. (25)

For each 8 G ]0, <i>+(0)[ consider the half-ray originating from (0, 0) and

containing (1,0). (Here cf>+(0) G R+ u { + 00} denotes the right-hand

derivative of <¡> at £ = 0.) Because of (19), (21) and since </>(£) = o(£) as

£ -> + 00 the intersection of this ray and the graph of <¡> consists of (0, 0) and

exactly one further point (£¿, <?>(£«))• Define

/>„:=   -pf^ &.*&))   for fi£]0,*-+(0)[, p0:=  (1,0).

/>5 is a continuous function of S for 8 G [0, <J>+(0)[ and ps -» (0, 0) as

5 -» <f>+(0). Therefore P := {ps\8 G [0, <¡>+(0)[} U {(0, 0)} is compact.

Obviously P c {(4 íj)|í 6 [0, 1], t, G R}, P n {(1, tj)|tj G R} = {(1, 0)}.
Therefore there exists a compact set C with center (0, 0) in the (£, r/)-plane

with the following properties: C is strictly convex, symmetric with respect to

the £ and Tj-axes, contained in the vertical strip {(£, tj)|£g[—1, 1]} and

contains P. Now consider C as the unit circle of a norm ^. Then the

properties of C just mentioned imply (23)-(25). In particular the right-hand

inequality in (25) can be proved in the following way: In case £ = 0 the

inequality is obviously true because of (21). Suppose £ G R+. Choose 8 G R+

such that (1, 8) is contained in the line through (0, 0) and (£, <K£)). Then

£ = £ä holds. Since ps = (£, #£))/(l + £) G C we have ^(ps) < 1. This shows

»K£, <K£)) < 1 + £ as was to be proved. (24) yields

i//(£, t/,) < ^(£, t)2)   whenever £, t/„ tj2 G R, |tj,| <|tj2|, (26)

«K£„ ij) < «Kfj, 1)   whenever £„ £2,7, G R, |£, | < |£2|. (27)

Now we show

£ < »/<(£, <*<*>(£)) < a + £   for all £ G R+, 06 ]0, 1 ]. (28)

Choose £, a. We consider (19), (21) and «£') = o(£') as £' -> + 00. Therefore

the intersection of the half-ray through (£, a<j>(£)) originating from (0, 0) and

the graph of <f> consists of (0, 0) and one further point (£', </<£'))• Thus

«<K0/í = <K£')/£'• From this coupled with (25) we obtain
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*(¿ «,*>(£)) = #(l, « ^ ) = ^(l, ^p- )

= fr *(£',<*>(£')) < |(1 + £') = «^y + ¿ < « + t

This proves (28).

Define

F:=  £©R   and    ||(x, £)|| := ^(||x||, £)   for (x, £) G F.       (29)

F is a real normed space. Let e G R+ be chosen and let T: E -» F be defined

by

T(x) :=  (x, e<f>(||x||))   for x G F. (30)

The next step is to show

T: E -» F is an e-isometry. (31)

Indeed, we combine (30), (29), (26), (22), (28) and have for x,y G E

0<\\T(x)-T(y)\\-\\x-y\\

= ^(||x-/||,e(ci,(||x||)-^||/||)))-||x-/||

<^-/||,e<#>(|||x||-||/|||))-||x-/||

< *(||x -/||,e«i>(||x -/||)) -||x -/||< e +||x -/||-||x -/||= e.

Our goal is to prove the following.

Let 7: E —> F be an isometry. Then
Î32Ï

\\T(x)- 7(x)|| 7^ o(<>(||x||)) as ||x||^ 00 uniformly. v   '

Suppose   ||7(x) - 7(x)|| = o(<K||x||)).  Because  of  limHoo<K9 = + 00  (cf.

(20)) this also holds if 7 is replaced by 7 - 7(0). Therefore one can assume

7(0) = 0. (33)

Suppose/» G F with ||/>|| = 1. Let

I(p) =: (<?,£),   I(Xp) =: (9x,£x)   forX G[l, +oo[. (34)

Since 7 is an isometry this combined with (29), (33) and ||/>|| = 1 yields

*(n*ii> *) = (ii'oon =ii'oo - 7(°)ii mîp - °n) -L
^(|NMx)-A,^(||éx-í|f,fx-|)-X-l   forXG[l, +oo[.   (35)

Therefore (27) and the triangle inequality for \p imply

a - 1 = H\\9x - 9||, & - €) > *(W-N|. «x - 0

> «KHixMx) - *(||iM) = X - !    for each X g[1, +oo[.
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Thus equality holds throughout. Since \p is strictly convex (cf. (23)) this shows

dlixll» £x) = Mlltfll» 0 f°r suitable ¡i G R+. Taking into account that the
norms of (||o"x||, £x) and (||c7||, £) are X and 1 resp. (cf. (35)) n = X follows.

Hence

INI=%II>      £a = a£.
Combining this with (30), (34), (29), \\p\\ = 1, (27) and «£) = o(£) as £->
+ oo one obtains

\\T(Xp) - I(Xp)\\ =\\(Xp - ox,e<i>(||X/,||) - £x)||

= *(|rV - 9x||, **(*) - U) > *(0, «*(*) - M)

= |ec>(X) - X£|^(0, 1) * o(<t>(X))   as X -» oo

in contradiction to ||7\x) - 7(x)|| = o(t/>(||x||)) as ||x|| -► oo uniformly. Thus

(32) holds, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. The finite dimensional case.

Theorem 3. Let E and F be finite dimensional real normed spaces. Suppose

that e G R+ and that T: E -* F is a surjective e-isometry. Then there exists an

isometry I: E-» F such that \\T(x) — I(x)\\ < 5e for each x G E. If T is

continuous one can choose I in such a way that ||F(x) — 7(x)|| < 3e whenever

x G E.

Remark. In a similar way as was done for Theorem 1 it is also possible to

improve Theorem 3. We omit those cases covered by the remark after

Theorem 1. Let AT be a subset of E with diam K = 2 and denote dim E by d.

If E is Euclidean, a well-known theorem of Jung asserts that K is contained in

a ball of radius (2d/(d + l))1^2. In the general case Bohnenblust proved that

K is contained in a ball of radius 2d/(d + 1) (cf. [8, pp. 133, 134]). These

results can be used to improve the constants 3, 5 in Theorem 3 to 3(d/(2d +

l))'/2 < 2 12132 . .., 5(d/(2d + 2))1/2 < 353553 ... in the Euclidean case

and to 3d/(d + 1), 5d/(d + 1) in the general case. Other improvements are

possible.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 some preliminary remarks are in

order. By Theorem 2.2 of R. D. Bourgin [6] the following holds:

Let M, N be finite dimensional real normed spaces, # G R+,

S: M -» N a surjective ^-isometry such that 5(0) = 0 and kx,

k2, . . . a strictly increasing sequence in N. Suppose that for

some x, / G M the limits (U

lim k~lS(knx),     lim k~*S(k„x)
k->oo n-KX

exist (in N), then \imn^00k~1S(k„(x + /)/2) also exists.
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Let 5 G R+, a subset of a metric space is said to be 8-onto, if for each point

of the space there exists a point of the subset such that the distance between

these two points is less than 8. The remark after Definition 1.6 of [6] shows

that

(1) holds if 'surjective' is replaced by

'S (M) is 5-onto for some 8 G R+'. ' '

Now the proof of Theorem 3 runs as follows. After replacing T by

T - T(0) if T(0) ¥= 0 we can assume without loss of generality that

7(0) = 0. (3)

Since E is finite dimensional we may suppose that E is endowed with

ordinary Lebesgue measure. Denote by B the solid unit ball of E and by C

the minimal ellipsoid of B. That is, C is the unique ellipsoid in E containing B

of minimal measure (cf. Danzer, Laugwitz and Lenz [7]). Since B is

symmetric in 0, this is true also for C. Therefore one can consider C as the

unit ball of some Euclidean norm | | on E. Denote by < , > the inner product

generated by | |. B c C and the fact that any two norms on E are equivalent

imply

|x| <||x|| < a|x|    whenever x G F (4)

for some fixed a G [1, + oo[. We next prove that

bd B n bd C contains a basis of E. (5)

Suppose (5) is not true. Then bd B n bd C is contained in a subspace of E of

codimension 1. Consider this subspace as the equator plane of C. Expanding

C slightly in a neighborhood of the equator and compressing it on the poles

one can obtain an ellipsoid of smaller measure than C but still containing B.

This contradicts the minimality of C, thus proving (5).

T: E -» F is a surjective e-isometry with T(0) = 0. Hence it is possible to

choose a map T~l: F^E in the following manner: T~l(0) := 0 and for

each z G F\(0} let T~\z) be any point x G E for which T(x) = z.

Obviously T~x has the following properties:

T ~ ' : F -> E is an e-isometry,    T ~' (0) = 0, (6)

\\T(T~ ' (z)) - z\\ < e   for each z G F, (7)

IT - ' ( 7\x)) - x|| < e   for each x G F. (8)

(In (7) one has even T(T~\z)) - z.)

Up to (14) we proceed along the same line as Hyers and Ulam [12], first

proving
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1/2

Consequently

Thus in any case

\y-(x/2)\2<.

2^ |9e|x|     if |x|> e,

9e2       if |x| < e.

(9)
||(F(x)/2) - F(x/2)|| < 2-1/2«(18e||x||)'^ + 5ae

for each x G £\{0} for which x/||x|| G bd B n bd C.

Choose x. By definition of | | one has

||x|| = |x|. (10)

The first step in the proof of (9) is to prove that

for each/ G F such that ||/|| < (||x|| + 5e)/2, ||/ - x|| <       ,.

(||x|| + 5e)/2 it follows ||/ - (x/2)|| < a(9e||x||)1/2 + 3ae.

Let/ be chosen. (10) and (4) imply

|/|<(|x|+5e)/2,        |/-x|<(|x|+5e)/2. (12)

Obviously

2|/ - (x/2)|2 = 2|/|2 + (|x|2/2) - 2<x,/>,

|/-x|2 = |/|2+|/|2-2<x,/>.

Together with (12) this yields

2|/ - (x/2)|2 = (|/|2 +|x|2 - 2<x,/>) +|/|2 - (|x|2/2)

= |7_x|2+W2_(w2/2)

< ((|x|+ 5e)2/2) - (|x|2/2) < 5e|x|+ 13e2.

|/-(x/2)|<(9e|x|)1/2+3e.

From this it follows by (4) and (10)

||/ - (x/2)|| < a(9e||x||)1/2+ 3ae.

This proves (11). We will apply (11) with/ :=  T~\T(x)/2). Combining (3)

with the fact that T is an e-isometry we have

||r(x)/2|| = ||r(x) - r(0)||/2 < (||x - 0|| + e)/2 = (||x|| + e)/2,

||(r(x)/2) - T(x)\\ =||r(x)/2||<(||x|| + e)/2.

This together with (6) and (8) amounts to
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||r-'(r(x)/2)| =|F-'(r(x)/2) - 7-(0)| <||(r(x)/2) -o||+e

<(||x||+3e)/2<(||x||+5e)/2)

\\T-'(T(x)/2) - x\\<\\T-*(T(x)/2) - T^(T{x))\ +e

<\\(T(x)/2)-T(x)\\+2e<(\\x\\+5e)/2.

Thus by (11) with/ :=   T~\T(x)/2)

||F-'(F(x)/2) - (x/2)| < a(9e||x||)1/2+ 3ae.

The last inequality, the fact that T is an e-isometry, (7) and a > 1 imply

\\{T(x)/2) - F(x/2)|| < a(9e||x||)1/2+ 3ae + e + e

< 2-'/2a(18e||x||)1/2-l-5ae,

confirming (9).

We now show by induction the following proposition:

Let n G N. Then for each x G F\{0} for which x/||x|| G

bd B n bd C we have

||F(2-"x) - 2-T(x)||

< 2-"/2a(18e||x||) '   2 2"*/2+ (1 - 2-")10ae
o

I < 2-"/2yS||x||1/2 + y,ß :=  a(18e)1/222-*/2, y :=   lOaej.       (13)

For n = 1 (13) and (9) agree. Hence (13) is true in this case. Let n G N and

suppose that (13) is true for n. We consider n + 1. Suppose x G F\(0} such

that x/||x|| G bd B n bd C. Then x/2 G F\{0) and (x/2)/||(x/2)|| =
x/||x|| G bd B n bd C. Therefore by (13)

\\T(2-(n+i)x) - 2-T(x/2)||

< 2-(" + 1)/2a(18e||x||)1/2"¿ 2-*/2+ (1 - 2-")10ae.

o

Combining this with (9) yields
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||F(2-(n+1)x)-2-(n+1)F(x)||

<||F(2-("+1)x) - 2-T(x/2)|| + 2-"|F(x/2) - (F(x)/2)|

< 2-(rt+1)/2a(18e||x||)1/22 2~*/2 + (1 - 2-")10ae
o

+ 2-"/22-,/2a(18e||x||)1/22-n/2 + 2-"(l - 2-')10ae

= 2-(n+1)/2a(18e||x||)l/2¿2-*/2 + (1 - 2-(n + 1))10ae.

o

This completes the inductive proof of (13).

We now show

lim„^002~T(2nx) exists (in F) for each x G £ such that

x = 0 or x ^ 0 and x/||x|| G bd B n bd C.
(14)

Choose x. In case x = 0 the assertion of (14) is obviously true. Suppose

x ¥= 0. We substitute m for n and 2/+mx for x in (13), multiply by 2"' and

obtain

\\2~'T(2'x) - 2"(/+'")F(2-('+'")x)|| < 2-'/2/?||x||1/2 + 2_<y

whenever /, m G N. Hence (2~T(2"x)) is a Cauchy sequence. This proves

(14). The following statement improves upon (14):

lim 2~T(2"x) exists for each x G £ (15)
n—»oo

Because of (5) there exists a basis bx, . . . , bd G bd B n bd C of £. Provided

that x is a multiple of some b¡, limn_>0O2~T(2',x) exists by (14). Any element

of the subspace of £ generated by bx, b2 is the arithmetic mean of suitable

multiples of 6, and b2. Any element of the subspace generated by 6„ b2, b3 is

the arithmetic mean of an element of the subspace generated by bx, b2 and a

multiple of b3 and so on. Coupling this with (1) yields (15).

Let 7: £ ^ F be defined by

7(x) :=    lim 2-T(2"x)   for each x G £. (16)
v     ' M->00 v '

(3) implies

7(0) = 0. (17)

The next step is to show that

7 is an isometry. (18)

Indeed, let x, / G £ be chosen. Since T is an e-isometry, we have

| ||r(2"x) - r(2»|| - ||2"x - 2"y\ \ < e   whenever n G N.

Multiply this by 2~". Now (16) shows ||7(x) - 7(/)|| = ||x - /||. This proves

(18).
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Since 7: F —» F is an isometry and hence a homeomorphism of £ onto

7(£) c £ it follows

dim £< dim F. (19)

To prove the opposite inequality

dim F < dim F (20)

we proceed as follows: In our proof of Theorem 3 we used so far only the

following properties of T: T(0) = 0, T: E -» F is an e-isometry and T is

surjective. The surjectivity was necessary only for the proof of (6), (7), (8) and

for the application of (1). Consider T~x. T~\0) = 0 and IT""1: F-» £ is an

e-isometry (see (6)). (6), (7), (8) hold if we replace T, T~\ E, F by T~\ T, F,

E. Because of (8) F_1(F) c £ is e-onto. This together with (2) shows that

one can apply (1) for T~ '. Therefore it is possible to carry the whole proof up

to (19) with T~ ', F, £ in place of T, E, F. Then instead of (19) the inequality

(20) holds. This proves (20). (19) and (20) together show that

dim £ = dim F. (21)

We now assert

7 is surjective and linear. (22)

Since 7 is an isometry, 7(£) is a closed subset of £. Since £ and F are finite

dimensional and (21) holds the theorem of Brouwer on invariance of domain

(cf. [1, p. 396]) implies that 7(£) is an open subset of £. Since £ is the only

nonempty subset of F which is closed and open it follows that 7(£) = F.

Thus 7 is surjective. 7: £ -» F is an isometry (cf. (18)). Therefore the theorem

of Mazur and Ulam (cf. [2, p. 160] and [9, p. 142]) yields the linearity of 7.

This completes the proof of (22).

T: E -» F is a surjective e-isometry with T(0) = 0. 7 is a surjective linear

isometry (see (18) and (22)) with 7(0) = 0 (see (17)) and 7(x) =

lim„_>002~'I7,(2"x) whenever x G £ (see (16)). These are precisely the

properties which are used in the proof of Theorem 1. (Compare the remark

between (6) and (7) of that proof.) Therefore the proof of Theorem 1

beginning with (7) can be transferred to the present situation. Thus || 7\x) —

7(x)|| < 5e for each x G £ and ||F(x) - 7(x)|| < 3e for each x G £ if in

addition T is continuous. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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